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The usefulness of Software Architecture (SA) documentation depends on how well its

Architectural Knowledge (AK) can be retrieved by the stakeholders in a software project.

Recent findings show that the use of ontology-based SA documentation is promising. How-

ever, different roles in software development have different needs for AK, and building an

ontology to suit these needs is challenging. In this paper we describe an approach to build

an ontology for SA documentation. This approach involves the use of typical questions for

eliciting and constructing an ontology. We outline eight contextual factors, which influence

the successful construction of an ontology, especially in complex software projects with di-

verse AK users. We tested our ’typical question’ approach in a case study and report how

it can be used for acquiring and modeling AK needs.
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1. Introduction

For a Software Architecture (SA1) to be useful, it needs to be understood [1] and effec-

tively communicated between its designers and its users [2]. Documenting the Architectural
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1See Appendix A for a list of abbreviations used in this paper.
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Knowledge (AK) in a SA facilitates its communication and understanding. AK can be de-

fined as “the integrated representation of the software architecture of a software-intensive

system (or a family of systems), the architectural design decisions, and the external con-

text/environment” [3].

It is common for AK to be documented in file-based documents such as text files, di-

agrams, source code, and meeting notes. This however introduces practical limitations as

it is hard to describe AK unambiguously and comprehensively for all of its different uses.

Additionally, AK is highly interrelated, making it hard to support the needs of different

users by a single document indexing structure.

In order to address these limitations, we study ontology-based SA documentation, in

which AK is made explicit and unambiguous by applying a semantic structure. An ontology

refers to a formal domain model describing its concepts and relationships among concepts

[4]. In [5] de Graaf et al. report on a controlled experiment that was conducted in a large and

complex industrial software project. The results provided empirical evidence that ontology-

based SA documentation is more effective and efficient for AK retrieval than file-based SA

documentation.

The authors of this paper had to implement ontology-based SA documentation in the

software project in which this industrial experiment was executed. To do so, we had to

consider what ontology engineering approach would be suitable. This paper is about building

the ontology structure for ontology-based SA documentation. It is not about instantiating

(or ’populating’) this ontology or about the experiment in which the ontology was populated,

as described in [5].

Developing an ontology for a software project in industry should be economically feasible,

i.e. it should be efficient and accurate, for organization and individual users [6]. If the

ontology is inaccurate, documentation users will not retrieve or understand the AK that

they need. Users would lose interest and confidence in ontology-based SA documentation,

and revert to other means to get the required AK.

In the context of large software projects it can take much time and effort to develop

an accurate ontology. Knowledge acquisition from many diverse stakeholders, each having
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their own needs and views [1] of AK, is required to build an accurate ontology. These users

of AK are generally pressed for time and their primary interest is seldom about making

documentation. Moreover, the AK needed by users in large software projects is often domain

specific and complex.

Developing the ontology is not a one-time effort because the AK needs of SA documen-

tation users shift over time. For example, during development users will be interested in AK

that relates requirements to the components implementing those requirements, while during

integration testing (other) users might be interested in relations between software releases

and requirements coverage. Shifting AK needs necessitates a regular evaluation and revision

of the constructed ontology.

In this paper we describe eight contextual factors in software projects. These contextual

factors influence ontology engineering for SA documentation, especially in large and complex

projects. We devised a ’typical question’ approach for ontology construction that takes the

contextual factors in large and complex software projects into account. In this approach

typical questions about AK are acquired from SA documentation users and used to build an

ontology. These typical questions are frequently asked by AK users2 during their everyday

tasks, i.e. questions that represent their everyday AK needs.

We applied the ’typical question’ approach in an exploratory industrial case study which

provided several insights. In the case study we explored how well our ’typical question’

approach was applied to construct a useful ontology by acquiring and modeling AK needs of

many diverse users that use SA documentation in different projects and product lines. The

’typical question’ approach can continuously refine the AK ontology when AK needs evolve.

This paper is motivated by the lack of applied ontology engineering approaches for con-

structing an ontology for SA documentation. We make the following contributions:

• Illustrate a ’typical question’ approach for constructing the ontology used in ontology-

based SA documentation.

2We consider AK users the same as SA documentation users in this work.
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• Outline important contextual factors that influence ontology engineering for SA doc-

umentation in software projects.

• Demonstrate how the ’typical question’ approach can be applied through an ex-

ploratory case study in an industry software project.

This paper is organized as follows. Background of ontology-based SA documentation, ontol-

ogy engineering, knowledge acquisition, and Grounded Theory is given in Section 2. Section

3 describes our ’typical question’ approach for ontology construction. Section 4 describes

the contextual factors that influence ontology engineering for SA documentation in soft-

ware projects. Section 5 reports the exploratory case study and the lessons learned from it.

Section 6 presents related work and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Background

2.1. Ontology-based SA Documentation

Many relationships exist between AK in SA documentation, e.g., between requirements,

decisions, and components. Consider a single decision recorded in a document. A software

engineer needs to know how the decision impacts components and interfaces s/he is working

on. When evaluating the decision a software architect is interested in its rationale, alterna-

tives, related decisions, and related requirements. A quality assurance manager might need

to know all quality attributes that the decision impacts or vice versa.

The linear organizational nature of file-based documentation makes it hard to provide

a structuring of AK that is suitable for every user. This structuring can be done using

views [1], perspectives, or some other sectioning in a Table of Contents. However, once

written down, the structuring of AK becomes static and linear in file-based documentation

causing difficulties for users that want to retrieve AK that is unsupported by the structure.

Furthermore, it can be troublesome to describe AK unambiguously in documentation, i.e.

clearly, consistently, with explicit notations for AK and AK interrelations, especially when

documentation and AK evolves.
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On the other hand, an ontology provides a type of AK structuring which facilitates

AK retrieval by different types of documentation users. Knowledge in an ontology can be

searched by concepts and reasoned with. The type (or ’class’) of AK becomes explicit in an

ontology and the relationships between AK have explicit semantics, e.g., ’realized by ’ and

’results in’. This improves the efficiency and effectiveness of AK retrieval [5].

Users of ontology-based SA documentation can retrieve AK using a semantic wiki [7]

or plug-ins in text-editors [8]. Semantic wikis allow for web-based visualization and man-

agement of (ontology and its instances in) knowledge bases and semantic-enhanced search

facilities such as graph-like exploration, faceting, and filtering of knowledge instances based

on semantic interrelations.

An advantage of ontology-based documentation in a semantic wiki over traditional wiki

and hypertext systems is the use of semantic relationships. Hyperlinks provide pointers to

information but the pointers do not specify the meaning of relationships. Whereas semantic

relationships can be specified in ontology-based documentation, each with an explicit name,

type, and meaning. Moreover, one can assign formal properties to semantic relationships,

e.g., transitivity and symmetry, which allow for automatic inference and reasoning.

The ontology-based SA documentation that was used in the experiment in [5] consists

of a semantic wiki (see http://archimind.nl/archimind/) in which fragments, sections,

and diagrams from file-based SA documentation are stored as HTML in wikipages. Basic

version control, a WYSIWYG editor to update wikipage content, and change history, support

maintenance activities. Using semantic annotation, the AK in wikipage content (e.g., a

description of ’GUI ’) is highlighted and instantiated as belonging to a class of AK (e.g.,

component) and having relationships (e.g., ’satisfies’) to other AK (e.g., requirement ’login’).

When an AK user views an AK instance, e.g., GUI, s/he can clearly see that GUI is

a component, with relationship ’satisfies ’ to requirement login, and what SA documenta-

tion text (in wikipages) details on GUI. A user viewing (a list of) AK instances can see

what wikipages describe each of the AK instances. This makes AK traceable across SA

documentation content in a project or multiple projects.

The experiment in [5] involved AK users answering questions such as “what decisions
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have been made around component XX ”. Use of the ontology-based approach (with semantic

wiki) to retrieve AK was more efficient and effective than use of a file-based approach. The

underlying reason is that experiment participants used more fitting organisation and explicit

AK descriptions in the ontology-based approach compared to the file-based approach.

Lopez et al. report evidence in [9] that ontology-based SA documentation improves effi-

ciency and effectiveness when retrieving design rationale from SA documents. Jansen et al.

provide evidence in [8] that use of ontology-based documentation leads to increased archi-

tectural understanding during architectural reviews. Su et al. propose use of an ontology

for visualization and non-linear navigation of SA documentation which reduces the cognitive

load on its users [10].

2.2. Ontology Engineering for SA Documentation

The ontology used in ontology-based SA documentation determines what AK one can re-

trieve using its structure and semantics. One can use a predefined ontology (as in [7]) or

build an ontology specifically for a software project domain. A domain specific ontology can

be built, e.g., by letting document authors and architects identify AK concepts in existing

SA documentation [8].

The approach proposed by Jansen et al. in [8] is, to our current knowledge, the only

approach aimed at deriving a domain specific ontology for ontology-based SA documentation.

Their use of existing documentation however has several limitations:

• Existing SA documentation might not be available.

• Existing SA documentation might not convey the AK needed by all SA documentation

users.

• Experts that identify AK concepts from SA documentation might not know the AK

needs of all users.

Building and maintaining an ontology for a certain domain (such as in this case the domain

of AK) is called ontology engineering. An overview of the ontology engineering phases,
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adapted and simplified from [11], is depicted in Figure 1. Arrows in this figure represent a

transition to another phase.

Domain analysis

Conceptualisation

Ontology use

Evaluation
Maintenance

Figure 1: Ontology engineering phases

The process starts with the domain analysis phase which includes identification of the domain

scope and the AK needs of users of SA documentation.

AK concepts are derived from AK needs and used to build a domain ontology in the

conceptualization phase. The quality of the constructed ontology is then evaluated in the

evaluation phase. Domain analysis, conceptualization and evaluation is iterated until a

satisfactory ontology is obtained.

After construction the ontology is used to annotate and retrieve AK from SA documen-

tation. The ontology is maintained to cope with evolving AK needs and concepts.

2.3. Knowledge Acquisition

Building an AK ontology requires knowledge acquisition during the ontology engineer-

ing phases described in the previous section. Knowledge acquisition is part of building

knowledge-based systems in general. The suitability of knowledge acquisition approaches

differs per domain. A separation can be made between top-down, middle-out and bottom-up

approaches.

Top-down approaches start modelling based on a general model, with extension and

refinement to suit specific needs. These approaches can be efficient and accurate for well-

defined domains in which an ontology engineer knows quite well about the general concepts,

questions, tasks, and use-cases. Bottom-up approaches are used to build a model based on

specific domain knowledge. These are suitable for domains in which an ontology engineer
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cannot predetermine all the concepts, questions, tasks, and use-cases. Such domains can be

broad, multidisciplinary, or novel. Middle-out approaches combine a top-down and bottom-

up approach. These work well for domains that are partially well-defined and partially

specific.

2.4. Grounded Theory

Our ’typical question’ approach makes use of coding techniques from Grounded Theory in

which a domain theory is generated by empirical generalization [12]. This is a bottom-up

approach to knowledge acquisition (see previous section 2.3).

First, data is collected in the domain under investigation, and patterns that indicate

concepts are identified from this data. The concepts identified are aggregated into categories.

Second, properties of the identified categories are developed by constantly comparing the

categories with collected domain data. These properties are developed with respect to a

’core’ or ’central’ category [13] that is the subject of investigation in the domain. Memos

capture thoughts about the possible concepts, categories, and relationships in the domain

data. Finally, if no new properties can be identified from domain data (categories are

’saturated’), the domain model is compared to literature.

Urquhart et al. discuss several myths about Grounded Theory in [14] and conclude that

Grounded Theory is a rigid and flexible method that is suitable for use in information systems

research. Grounded Theory is able to generate theories that are relevant to practitioners

[15] and that are ’grounded in data’ [12].

Grounded Theory can be used during ontology engineering when analysing a domain

and constructing an ontology. An ontology engineer starts with the collection and analysis

of domain data in the domain analysis phase (See Figure 1 and Section 2.2). Similarly, data

is collected and analyzed in a domain of interest when one uses Grounded Theory in the

domain analysis phase. In the ontology conceptualization phase an ontology engineer can

use Grounded Theory to create classes (or ’categories’) and relationships between classes.
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3. Ontology Engineering using the ’Typical Question’ Approach

We devised an ontology engineering approach that uses typical questions to create an ontol-

ogy in the context of a large and complex project at Océ Technologies.

The ’typical question’ approach focuses on the elicitation of questions that AK users

normally try to answer during their use of SA documentation. We want to understand what

AK users typically ask of the SA documentation. Knowing the detailed knowledge needs of

AK users allows one to create SA documentation that is optimal for its users and therefore

cost-effective [16].

The typical questions convey what concepts and relationships AK users want to retrieve

from SA documentation. An ontology engineer identifies these concepts and relationships

on basis of ’typical questions’ to construct an ontology. This ontology is subsequently used

to support retrieval of the concepts and relationships from SA documentation.

QA / NFR:
QA02 modifiability
QA04 usability
QA12 performance
Option #2
ID: Concern#5-Opt2
Descr: Special view for 
emergency procedure.
Status: Accepted
Impacts: Dec. 13, 14 15
Compon. ZZ2, GUI

QA / NFR:
QA02 modifiability
QA04 usability
QA12 performance
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ID: Concern#5-Opt2
Descr: Special view for 
emergency procedure.
Status: Accepted
Impacts: Dec. 13, 14 15
Compon. ZZ2, GUI

QA / NFR:
QA02 modifiability
QA04 usability
QA12 performance
Option #2
ID: Concern#5-Opt2
Descr: Special view for 
emergency procedure.
Status: Accepted
Impacts: Dec. 13, 14 15
Compon. ZZ1, UI

'What decision impacts behaviour show_order?'
'What component realizes REQ Y1?'

Ontology-based software architecture documentation

'What decision impacts confirm booking?'
'What component realizes RC.23?'

'What [decision] <impacts> [behaviour]?'
'What [component] <realizes> [requirement]?'
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed ’typical question’ approach for ontology engineering
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Figure 2 depicts an overview of our approach. In this approach the process of creating

an ontology requires one or more steps in each ontology engineering phase.

In the domain analysis phase of ontology engineering, an ontology engineer acquires

typical questions from documentation users to capture their AK needs (step 1). In the con-

ceptualization phase these typical questions are codified (step 2) and modeled in an ontology

(step 3) using coding mechanisms from Grounded Theory. In the evaluation phase typical

questions are instantiated (step 4) to resolve conflicting interpretations of AK concepts and

to evaluate and improve the constructed ontology (step 5).

In the ontology use phase, existing file-based documentation is annotated and the seman-

tic wiki is used for AK retrieval. During the maintenance phase the techniques to acquire the

typical questions (in step 1) are iterated to detect changes of AK needs and if the ontology

needs to be updated (step 6).

Interviews, daily logging of typical questions, and mailing lists are techniques that can

be used to acquire typical questions. These are further detailed in Section 4.1.

3.1. Domain Analysis Phase (Step 1)

In the first step of our approach AK needs are identified from all users, or a representative

subset of users, by acquiring their typical questions about AK. These are questions that are

representative of what AK users ask themselves during their everyday activities, e.g., during

design, development, quality assurance, testing etc. For example, a developer might ask:

“what components and behavior are impacted by my change in this subsystem?”. Snippet 1

gives an example of two typical questions.

Snippet 1 - Example of typical questions

• “Which module assures adherence to requirement ‘24 - admin login’?”

• “What quality attributes are realized by subsystem ‘transaction handler’?”

Normally such typical questions are answered by reading architecture and design documents,

inspecting source code, or consulting colleagues. Instead we use these typical questions in
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our approach to build an ontology which in turn provides users with structure and semantics

to answer these typical questions from ontology-based SA documentation.

A core idea behind the use of typical questions is the assumption that the AK needed

in any use-case, scenario, or task can be accurately represented as a set of questions that

should be answered. As such, acquiring sets of typical questions allows for a fine-grained

and detailed specification of the AK needed for tasks, use-cases, and scenarios. Recording

or recalling these typical questions can reduce difficulties for users in articulating domain

knowledge [17], i.e. increase efficiency by reducing effort. This addresses difficulties in

acquiring AK needs of diverse users in a complex and multi-disciplinary domain.

Benefits can be gained by the use of typical questions that are 1) efficiently acquired

from many users 2) tangible for users, 3) accurately represent AK needs and daily practice of

users, 4) do not require extensive abstract thinking from users when acquired, yet 5) convey

much conceptual information, and 6) can be used throughout the ontology engineering

phases. These benefits help to minimize the effort required from individual users of SA

documentation, as well as the total effort required in complex domains with many diverse

users.

3.2. Conceptualization and Evaluation Phase (Steps 2-5)

In the ontology conceptualization phase an ontology engineer identifies AK concepts from

typical questions in order to build an ontology. AK concepts are identified from phrases,

i.e. one or more words, in the acquired typical questions. Phrases in typical questions are

classified as representing a class, relationship, or attribute in the ontology. This is done by

applying coding techniques from Grounded Theory, discussed in Section 2.4.

An ontology engineer starts with open coding in which textual data, a typical question

in this case, is broken down into discrete parts, e.g., words and phrases. These discrete parts

are examined in detail and classified (or ’categorized’3) by comparing data for conceptual

similarities and differences [13]. Snippet 2 gives examples of typical questions in which open

coding, or ’labeling’, i.e. assigning conceptual names (in italic between square-brackets), is

applied to phrases that refer to AK concepts. Various labels are applied to illustrate possible
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conceptualizations in open coding. This process corresponds to the first phase of the overall

process of Grounded Theory described in Section 2.4.

Snippet 2 - Example of intial open coding of typical questions

• “Which module [module, component, hardware, subsystem] assures adherence to [con-

straints, satisfies, realizes ] requirement ‘24 - admin login’ [functional or non-functional re-

quirement, Quality Attribute]?”

• “What quality attributes [quality attribute, non-functional requirement ] are realized by

[constraints, satisfies, realizes ] subsystem ‘transaction handler’ [subsystem, component, mod-

ule]?”

Axial (or ’theoretical’) coding is then used to (re)assemble and interrelate the classes, iden-

tified during open coding, to their sub or superclasses. Selective coding is then used to

integrate, interrelate and refine the classified concepts in an ontology based on the central

’theme’, ’idea’, or ’category’ [13] of the investigation. This central theme is: “AK that users

need to retrieve from SA documentation”.

Axial and open coding are used in the second phase of Grounded Theory described in

Section 2.4. The described coding approach is based on the method described by Strauss

and Corbin in [13]. Snippet 3 shows an example of coded phrases in typical questions after

completion of above coding steps.

Snippet 3 - Example of refined codified classes and relationships in typical ques-

tions

• “Which component [component (class)] assures adherence to [satisfies (relationship)] re-

quirement ‘24 - admin login’ [functional requirement (class)]?”

• “What quality attributes [non-functional requirement (class)] are realized by [realized by

(relationship)] subsystem ‘transaction handler’ [subsystem (class)]?”

3The term ’category’ is used in Grounded Theory literature, however we adopt the term ’class’ instead

of ’category’ for consistency with the rest of the paper.
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An ontology engineer may decide to execute one or more iterations of the coding steps,

e.g., after evaluation by users. Ideally the AK concepts in typical questions can be directly

mapped to an ontology structure. This is illustrated in Figure 3 in which classes are denoted

between square brackets, relationships between angle-brackets, and instances of classes be-

tween single-quotes. In practice refinement of the AK concepts is needed as not all users

<depend on>
What [component(s)] <satisfy> [requirement(s)] '24'

Which [decision(s)] <results in> [subsystem] 'UsrM'

Which

<are about>

'GUI'

Which

What

are
<realized by>

 '2'

'ProcessHndlr'

Figure 3: Ideal mapping of coded typical questions into AK ontology structure

will use the same phrasing for their AK needs in typical questions. For example, phrases

’setting’, ’configuration’, ’variability’ and ’preset’ might all refer to 1) the same AK concept,

2) distinct yet related AK concepts (e.g., subclasses), or 3) different AK concepts in the do-

main. An example for refinement of relationships between AK concepts is the set of phrases

’constraints’, ’required’, and ’realizes’. Even if the same name is used for a concept in many

typical questions, we cannot assume based on this frequency that all users have the same

interpretation of this concept. Users might mean different things with the same phrase.

An ontology engineer evaluates the interpretation of AK concepts by presenting users

with different instantiations of typical questions that have been coded and classified. Phrases

in these typical questions that have been coded to an ontology class or relationship are

replaced with different instances of the same class or relationship, e.g., instances ’requirement

X1 ’, ’R2 - admin login’, and ’Req. 3’ for class requirement. This is akin to validation in

Grounded Theory where respondents in a study comment on how well the theory, e.g.,

represented as a ’story’, fits their case [13].

An ontology engineer subsequently asks users feedback about the representativeness,
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correctness, and accuracy of these typical questions with different instances of AK concepts.

This supports identification of conflicting interpretations of AK concepts (step 5) between

users working in diverse roles and disciplines. Snippet 4 gives the typical questions from

Snippet 3 with different instances of AK concepts.

Presenting typical questions with different instances of AK concepts allows users to

evaluate the concepts in different contexts. The interpretation of an AK concept may differ

between AK users when they are presented with different instances of the AK concept.

Part of the evaluating users may remark that “allow backup scheduling” (in Snippet 4) is

a non-functional requirement or feature instead of a functional requirement. This identifies

incorrect or inaccurate classification of AK concepts in typical questions.

Snippet 4 - Example typical questions with instantiated AK concepts for evalu-

ation

• “Which component satisfies functional requirement ‘18 - allow backup scheduling ’?”’

• “What non-functional requirements are realized by subsystem ‘Order configuration’?”

Grounded Theory coding allows an ontology engineer to construct an ontology “grounded

in data” with relative high efficiency and accuracy and without requiring extensive effort

from documentation users. This requires minimal guidance by domain experts which might

not be readily available in many software projects.

After the ontology is conceptualized an ontology engineer may decide to compare the

ontology to other ontologies, e.g., in literature. This allows identification of useful domain-

independent AK concepts that may be missing in the constructed domain specific ontology.

3.3. Ontology Maintenance Phase (Step 6)

When AK needs shift and concepts evolve the ontology has to be maintained to remain

accurate. The ontology engineer can identify a shift in AK needs by re-acquiring typical

questions (step 1). An ontology engineer then compares the newly acquired typical questions

and those previously acquired. If AK needs have significantly shifted, steps 2 through 5 of the
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approach can be repeated to update the ontology. Changes in AK concepts are detected in

step 4 of the approach when newly acquired typical questions are instantiated and evaluated

by AK users.

The necessity of reacquiring typical questions should be estimated or planned at the start

of each software project phase. Estimating the necessity of reacquiring typical questions or

the required accuracy of this reacquisition is outside the scope of this paper.

4. Contextual Factors in Ontology Engineering

In the introduction section, we briefly described how the development of an SA documen-

tation ontology is affected by its users and the software project context. These Contextual

Factors (CF) influence the use of the ’typical question’ approach. In agile software devel-

opment, we learn that contextual factors influence the successful adoption of agile practices

[18]. We recognize that these factors are also applicable in terms of producing SA documen-

tation.

Production of SA documentation takes place in the context of software development

projects and the context of a project and its products is captured in SA documentation.

Moreover, users of SA documentation in a project determine what AK is relevant to capture

in SA documentation. Several characteristics of the SA documentation users influence how

one can most effectively find out what AK is relevant to these users.

An ontology engineer would need to consider these factors whilst building a suitable

ontology for SA documentation:

CF1 Number of AK users - impacts on the extent of AK needs acquisition. For example,

interviewing a large number of AK users might be infeasible in a project.

CF2 Accessibility of AK users - communication with AK users can be constrained by their

accessibility, e.g., in terms of location and schedule.

CF3 Commitment of AK users - influences how much time and effort users are willing to

spend on providing their AK needs and ontology evaluation.
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CF4 Diversity of AK users - the role, experience, and education background can impact on

the interpretation of AK concepts between users.

CF5 Product domain complexity and specificness - influences the efforts required of an

ontology engineer to understand and model AK concepts in a very specific and complex

software product domain.

CF6 Product domain multidisciplinarity - impacts on how many different AK concepts,

e.g., from the healthcare, embedded systems, and chemistry discipline, are needed by

AK users.

CF7 Shifting AK needs - Users provide their AK needs based on their roles and the current

tasks. When a project progresses and their tasks change, these AK needs may shift.

Additional AK needs may be required to enhance an ontology.

CF8 Volatility of AK concepts - AK concepts can change over time. This affects the accu-

racy of the AK concepts initially captured in an ontology.

4.1. Contextual Factors Influencing the Acquisition of Typical Questions

During the acquisition of typical questions, we noticed that contextual factors influenced

what acquisition techniques we used. We have used three knowledge acquisition techniques

(see Table 1) in our case study. We summarize, based on our experience, how contextual fac-

tors ’user accessibility’ and ’user commitment’ influence the performance of each acquisition

technique.

Table 1: Evaluation of techniques for acquiring typical questions

Technique

for acquir-

ing typical

questions

Suitable for Contextual factors Results in

Interviews high user accessibility and commitment High accuracy and low efficiency

Daily log medium user accessibility and commitment Medium accuracy and efficiency

Mailing list low user accessibility and commitment Low accuracy and high efficiency
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Interviews with AK users allow an ontology engineer to clarify their responses and

thoughts, e.g., using examples, and this allows an ontology engineer to acquire AK needs.

Interviews however require high commitment, accessibility, and much time and effort from

users and ontology engineer. Relatively high accuracy is traded off against lower efficiency.

A daily log, in which users consistently record their typical questions each day, requires a

fair amount of accessibility to and commitment of users. Even though the time-efficiency and

required effort is better than that of interviews, it is less accurate due to the lack of direct

interaction with an ontology engineer. Accuracy becomes even lower when user commitment

is low and AK needs are not consistently recorded every day.

The use of a mailing list provides time-efficient and effortless acquisition of typical ques-

tions, even with low user commitment and accessibility. The accuracy of AK needs acqui-

sition is low as there is no direct interaction between documentation users and ontology

engineer, however, more AK needs can be acquired. The use of a mailing list can prove to

be very suitable for projects with many users and distributed development. Bürger et al.

provide evidence in [19] that suggests that the use of e-mail is more efficient than face-to-face

meetings.

The use of multiple acquisition techniques at the same time may be suitable in some

situations. For example, interviews and a mailing list may be used at the same time for

acquiring typical questions from a group of practitioners residing in the same location as

the ontology engineer and another group of practitioners working elsewhere.

4.2. Contextual Factors in the Domain Analysis Phase

During domain analysis an ontology engineer identifies what AK is needed by SA docu-

mentation users. If AK needs are overlooked documentation users will have less support to

retrieve this AK. The possibilities for acquiring AK needs from users and the amount of AK

needs in a software project influence how much time and effort is required from the ontology

engineer and AK users for the identification of AK needs.

Large software projects typically have many (CF1) different (CF4) stakeholders that are

users of AK, such as software architects, engineers, testers, and product managers. AK in
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large projects is often multidisciplinary in nature (CF6), conveying views from many diverse

stakeholders who are both users of AK and experts in their respective domains (CF4).

We need to talk to a lot of AK users before all the AK needs for their roles (CF4) are

clear, especially in complex software projects (CF5). This becomes difficult when AK users

are not accessible (CF2) or committed (CF3) to cooperate [17] [6].

In our approach typical questions are used to capture domain-specific AK needs from

many diverse users. Formulating questions requires relatively little effort from users and

acquiring questions can be scaled up in large projects. The accessibility and commitment of

AK users is addressed by selecting one of several techniques for acquiring typical questions

listed in Table 1.

4.3. Contextual Factors in the Conceptualization and Evaluation Phase

After AK needs are identified, AK concepts can be derived from the AK needs and modeled

in an ontology. If the ontology is inaccurate or ambiguous it will not support efficient and

effective AK retrieval.

Conflicting interpretations of AK concepts are likely to occur with many users [17] (CF1)

with diverse roles (CF4) that work from different disciplines (CF6). An ontology engineer

might not have complete and thorough knowledge of all AK concepts and their interpretation

in a software product domain that is very specific and complex (CF5). Reuse of a generic

ontology is limited in such domains. Domain experts can help with ontology modeling and

evaluation, yet these experts may be inaccessible (CF2) or uncommitted (CF3).

In our approach an ontology engineer uses coding techniques from Grounded Theory to

model AK concepts from typical questions. This coding process is refined and iterated to

improve the accuracy of ontology modeling without heavily relying on domain experts. Typ-

ical questions are then evaluated by AK users to verify that AK concepts in the ontology are

accurate and interpreted consistently between AK users. The accessibility and commitment

of AK users is addressed by selecting one of several techniques listed in Table 1 for acquiring

evaluations.
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Table 2: Influence of Contextual Factors in Ontology Engineering Phases

All Ontology Engineering Phases

Contextual Factors Influence

CF2: Accessibility of AK users

CF3: Commitment of AK users

Accurate acquisition of AK needs becomes difficult when

AK users are inaccessible or uncommitted. Ontology con-

struction and evaluation needs involvement of committed

AK users.

Domain Analysis Phase

CF1: Number of AK users

CF4: Diversity of AK users

CF5: Product domain

complexity and specificness

CF6: domain multidisciplinarity

These CFs influence how many different AK concepts have

to be identified, suppporting the AK needs of users in

various roles, disciplines, and product domains.

Ontology Conceptualization and Evalualation Phase

CF1: Number of AK users

CF4: Diversity of AK users

CF5: Product domain

complexity and specificness

CF6: domain multidisciplinarity

Conflicting interpretations of AK concepts are likely to

occur when there are many diverse AK users, each having

their own jargon in their domain and role. An ontology

engineer may not have thorough understanding of all dis-

ciplines and product domain specific concepts, and require

assistance from domain experts.

Ontology Maintenance Phase

CF7: Shifting AK needs

CF8: Volatility of domain concepts

AK needs of users shift, e.g., between software project

phases and when domain concepts change. Maintainance

may be needed to keep the ontology up to date with the

AK needs of its users.

4.4. Contextual Factors in the Maintenance Phase

The AK retrieved by users should remain accurate even when their AK needs evolve (CF7)

and AK concepts evolve (CF8). Therefore the ontology should be updated accordingly [20].

Updating the ontology should be efficient 1) for economic feasibility and 2) to prevent of any
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lag between the moment AK needs and concepts change and this new AK can be retrieved

by users [6].

AK needs shift and AK concepts can become deprecated in a software project when

architecture, design and development methods change, societal and organizational changes

impact the SA [1], new insights and solutions are found, project phases progress, or when

concepts from the product domain(s) evolve. This is likely to happen in complex project

domains (CF5) involving many (CF1) diverse (CF4) users working in multiple disciplines

(CF6) that evolve with time. In our approach typical questions are re-acquired and compared

to previously acquired questions to detect shifting AK needs and AK concepts.

5. An Exploratory Case Study of Ontology Engineering for SA Documentation

In this exploratory case study [21] on the use of the ’typical question’ approach we explore

two questions:

• How do the contextual factors in this case study influence the application of the ’typical

question’ approach?

• How well does the ’typical question’ approach work in this case study to construct a

useful ontology for SA documentation?

We developed an ontology that was applied to SA documentation at Océ Technologies, an

international leader in digital document management and a Canon Group company. This

SA documentation specifies the software for document printing machines developed at Océ

Technologies and is used in multiple projects and product lines.

The documentation for which the ontology was built consists of 7 SA documents with 79

pages in total and is a small yet representative subset of the available types of documents

in a project at Océ Technologies. This subset of documents was selected because of timing

constraints for the experiment reported in [5].

The products built at Océ Technologies evolve with market needs, which introduces a

high rate of change (CF8) in their domain. Their product teams deal with software, firmware
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and specific hardware (CF5, CF6) and consist of diverse documentation users (CF4) such as

domain architects, product testers, workflow architects, etc. Océ applies agile development

in a product line environment. This means that the architectural design and software project

phases iterate rapidly (CF7).

A software professional at Océ estimated that there are well over 50 users of the SA

documentation (CF1). Software projects typically take place in three locations in Europe.

However, our study was limited to documentation users in one site (CF2). Even though

documentation users were pressed for time, they were committed to this research project

(CF3).

5.1. Domain Analysis Phase (Step 1)

In order to work with the schedule and accessibility of the AK users at Océ Technologies,

we used a mailing list to acquire their AK needs. We asked SA documentation users to send

their typical questions about AK that they had during their work activities. 7 documentation

users, among which software engineers, a software project manager and a software architect,

provided 17 questions. Snippet 5 below gives a subset of the acquired typical questions at

Océ. Parts of these questions are obfuscated for confidentiality reasons.

Snippet 5 - Subset of typical questions acquired at Océ

• “What is the rationale behind this requirement? (And whom can we ask?)”

• “Which subsystem is responsible for fixing the XX defaults based on the device configu-

ration?”

AK needs acquisition during domain analysis using a mailing list was time- and cost-efficient.

Because many users involved in this case study proved to be accessible and committed the

acquisition was, in retrospect, also relatively accurate (see Table 1 for comparison).

5.2. Conceptualization and Evaluation Phase (Steps 2-5)

After acquisition of typical questions in the Océ case study we labeled and classified the AK

concepts in these typical questions. Snippet 6 lists three typical questions, two from Snippet
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5, that we acquired. Labels (between square brackets) show the classification of phrases and

words after we applied the coding mechanisms from Grounded Theory [13].

Snippet 6 - Coding of typical questions at Océ

• “What is the rationale [“Decision (class)”] behind [“depends on (relationship)”] this re-

quirement [“requirement (class)”]? (And who [“stakeholder (class)”] can we ask?)”

• “Which subsystem [“subsystem (class)”] is responsible for fixing [“changed by (relation-

ship)”] the defaults based on the device [“Device (class)”] configuration [“setting (class)”]?”

• “I changed the behavior [“behavior(class)”] of some interface method [“method(class)”]

after I had convinced myself that the method [“method (class)”] was not used at all in

other parts of the system and so the change would have no [“change task (class)”] impact

[“impacts (relationship)”]. However, at the same time another team made functional en-

hancements [“change task (class)”] that relied [“depends on (relationship)”] exactly on the

*old* behavior [“behavior(class)”] of that method [“method(class)”]. Could I have known

that a new subsystem [“subsystem(class)”] dependency [“depends on (relationship)”] on this

method [“method (class)”] was upcoming [“change task (class)”] or was it just bad luck that

these actions [“change task (class)”] had crossed each other?”

During coding we found that many words and phrases in the typical questions could almost

directly be translated into relationships and classes, e.g., similar to Figure 3. We recorded

the rationale for our actions during the coding steps in a document (named ’field notes’

or ’memos’ in Grounded Theory). We instantiated the classified AK concepts in typical

questions, of which two are shown in Snippet 7.

Snippet 7 - Typical questions with instantiated AK concepts at Océ

• “What decision depends on requirement ‘REQ. 23 ’?”

• “Which subsystem changes setting ‘external indication light color ’?”

Feedback interview sessions were held with a small group of committed and accessible doc-

umentation users in diverse roles. These documentation users evaluated the classified and
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interrelated AK concepts and resolved conflicting interpretations. A software designer and

software engineer each evaluated 7 questions with instantiated AK concepts on their ac-

curacy as well as their relevancy and representativeness for the roles in the project. A

software architect provided feedback on the interpretations of several AK concepts. These

interviewees did not partake in providing the typical questions. Below is a summary of how

a conflict between the interpretations of ‘behavior’ and ‘feature’ was resolved:

The AK concepts ‘behavior’ and ‘feature’ are on different abstraction levels and used by

users in different roles: ‘Feature’ is similar in meaning to ‘behavior’, but is a term adopted

by users that work from a business perspective.

‘behavior’ is adopted as the primary representation of the AK concepts in the ontology.

Wikipage

Functional Requirement

Requirement

Non-functional Requirement

Architecture

Subsystem Component

Decision

and other QAs

Setting (Océ)Behavior (Océ)Interface (Océ)

Diagram

realized by impacts

impacts
comprises of

is modeled in

<wikipage> contains knowledge about

depends on

realized by

results in
satisfies

qual_is_related_to

knowledge is located in <wikipage>

changed by

stored by
interface offered byoffers interface

part of

Usability

Performance

decision is about

offers interface

interface offered by

Design Alternative (Océ)

has alternative

req_is_related_to

Figure 4: AK ontology constructed in Océ software project domain

Figure 4 depicts an ontology4 partially built using the coded and evaluated AK concepts

from Snippets 6 and 7. This ontology was used for the industrial experiment reported in

[5]. Note that we only included AK concepts in this ontology that could later be annotated

4See http://www.vanrijnswou.nl/owl/ontology.owl.xml for source file.
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in the subset of documents used in the experiment. We did not include the other identified

concepts such as ‘Change task’, ‘Method’, ‘Device’, and ‘Stakeholder’.

We compared the identified AK concepts and relationships to those in the Lightweight

Software Ontology proposed by Tang et al. in [22]. The Lightweight Software Ontology

offers a starting point or a template to help ontology engineers capture AK that is commonly

used. The AK concepts and relationships we identified largely coincided with those in the

Lightweight Software Ontology, i.e., the ’typical question’ approach was also able to identify

commonly used domain-independent AK.

We adopted concepts ’Wikipage’ and ’Diagram’, derived from concept ’DC’ (Dublin

Core) in the Lightweight Software Ontology, to enable ontology-based documentation in a

semantic wiki tool. The steps taken in the construction of the ontology in Figure 4 are part

of a middle-out approach (see Section 2.3), combining a top-down predefined ontology (i.e.

the Lightweight Software Ontology) and bottom-up acquisition of domain specific AK needs

using the ’typical question’ approach. 11 semantic relationships and 4 classes, appended

with “(Océ)”, in the ontology are Océ domain specific. Concepts ‘Behavior’ and ‘Setting’ in

this ontology have specific semantics in the Océ product-domain.

The ontology was used to store the content of the file-based documentation subset in

the semantic wiki as wikipages. The ontology classes and relationships were instantiated by

semantic annotation of AK in the SA documentation content in wikipages.

The semantic annotation of AK concepts, i.e. the documentation content itself, described

above is not part of our ’typical question’ approach. We describe this to illustrate how the

constructed ontology was used as part of an ontology-based documentation approach. Please

see [5] and [23] for details on how the ontology was populated with AK instances in a semantic

wiki and used in the experiment.

5.3. Ontology Maintenance Phase (Step 6)

In the Océ case study we observed that the AK needs of users shifted between software

project phases. High-level AK about product lines, changing independent of individual

product projects, is present in the documentation and can introduce shifts in AK needs.
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Moreover, much product research and innovation takes place in the R&D department of Océ,

e.g., on hardware and mechanical components. This introduces volatility of AK concepts.

Several months after previous steps were executed and ontology-based SA documentation

was implemented, we asked a diverse group of documentation users to record their typical

questions about AK in a daily log (technique from Table 1). We decided to use daily logs to

acquire typical questions because users were still quite accessible and committed and because

it gave a balanced trade-off between accuracy and efficiency of AK needs acquisition. We

acquired 39 typical questions from 9 documentation users, including 5 software engineers, 2

product testers, 1 software architect and 1 project manager.

We collected daily logs during the build and integration phases of the project in which

ontology-based SA documentation was implemented. New AK needs were acquired com-

pared to the known AK needs acquired at an earlier project phase. The daily logs contained

typical questions about software builds, releases, planning, product-lines, control flow, phys-

ical products, and automated tests. Considerably fewer typical questions about change im-

pact were acquired as compared to the typical questions initially collected. Four examples

of typical questions containing new AK needs are given below in Snippet 8.

Snippet 8 - Newly acquired typical questions at Océ

• “I need to find AK on build XX from a different domain team (but for the same product).”

• “Is setting XX for device YY useful for product ZZ in product line?”

• “How is development tool XX used in offshore location YY?”

• “Is state XX persistent? A test case fails on behavior YY.”

5.4. Lessons Learned

The case study gave us insight in how contextual factors influenced the application of the

’typical question’ approach in the Océ project and whether the approach could be used to

construct a useful ontology.

• How do the contextual factors in this case study influence the application of the ’typical

question’ approach?
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The ’typical question’ approach was used to acquire AK needs for many diverse AK users

(CF1 and CF4) in steps 1 and 6 of the approach. The roles of these AK users include

software engineers, architects, project managagers, and product testers. The time and effort

spent by the AK users was acceptable for them as they had spent around 5-10 minutes to

type an email with typical questions or a few minutes each day to record a typical question

in their daily log.

AK users were not only able to phrase their own typical questions in steps 1 and 6, but

also evaluate the questions of other AK users during steps 4 and 5 of the approach. Part

of the typical questions acquired in the case study were not only about AK but also about

detailed design and implementation details. We observed that the amount of AK needed by

AK users is influenced by their role (CF4) and the software project phase in which typical

questions are acquired.

In the case study the researchers had good access to AK users who were quick to help.

AK users provided typical questions, clarified AK needs, and evaluated the ontology. This

commitment also impacted the time and effort spent by AK users to phrase and rephrase

their typical questions, making sure they were relevant, and consistently record them in a

daily log. Accessibility (CF2) and commitment (CF3) of AK users are regarded as precon-

ditions for the ’typical question’ approach to work. However, our evaluation (see Table 1)

suggests that our approach can address low accessibility by using an acquisition technique

involving email or mailing lists. A case study in a project where SA documentation users

have low accessibility would give insight in this, e.g., in distributed development.

The diversity of AK users in terms of their roles (CF4) and disciplines (CF6) was relevant

and necessary for understanding and aligning diverse AK concepts. Examples of this was

the interpretation of ’setting’ between the tester and developer role and the interpretation

of ’feature’ between users from engineering and business disciplines. These conflicting inter-

pretations were detected and resolved using instantiated typical questions in steps 4 and 5

of the approach. As such, it appears advantageous to have stakeholders in different roles to

participate in evaluation.
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We found that AK concepts that are specific to the product domain (CF5) do not always

show up in acquired typical questions. The reason is that we asked the AK users to provide

their typical questions about architecture, and consequently the users did not actively ask

questions about background knowledge on the product domain. Part of the product domain

specific AK was implicit or omitted in the typical questions. Therefore this knowledge was

not explicit in the constructed AK ontology.

Several months after the initial ontology was constructed, the approach was used again

to detect shifting AK needs in the same project (CF7). We did observe shifting AK needs,

but the meaning of the classes and relationships remained the same (CF8). The typical

questions that we acquired from users in the initial execution of step 1 in the approach did

not cover the AK needed by users for their later tasks. This means that if user tasks change

frequently, more ontology maintenance is needed.

• How well does the ’typical question’ approach work in this case study to construct a

useful ontology for SA documentation?

In a questionnaire we asked five Océ professionals that are users of AK to evaluate the

ontology. This evaluation took place after they used the ontology to retrieve AK from SA

documentation in the experiment reported in [5]. We asked the five AK users whether the

ontology is a correct representation of reality. Three AK users answered “yes” and two

AK users answered “to a certain extent”. These two AK users remarked that the ontology

should include more printing machine domain knowledge.

Not all of the printing machine domain knowledge that was identified was included in

the evaluated ontology depicted in Figure 4. This is because the evaluated ontology was

built for annotating a subset of SA documentation. AK concepts that were not described in

this subset of SA documentation were not included in the evaluated ontology. Moreover, we

asked AK users to provide typical questions about the architecture, not about the product

domain. As a result we cannot claim that our approach is comprehensive for building a full

ontology for all possible AK needs.
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All five Océ professionals confirmed in the questionnaire that they found it practical

to work with the ontology. Moreover, all five Océ professionals found the ontology helpful

to reason about what AK is in SA documentation, and what AK should be in the SA

documentation. This gives us confidence that the ’typical question’ approach worked well

to construct a useful ontology in this case study.

The ontology constructed in the case study was used together with a semantic wiki to

construct ontology-based SA documentation for the experiment reported in [5]. 26 Océ

professionals used this ontology-based SA documentation to retrieve AK and their efficiency

and effectiveness was significantly higher than when using file-based SA documentation to

retrieve the same AK.

6. Related Work

In this section we discuss how aspects of the ’typical question’ approach for ontology engi-

neering relate to aspects of other ontology engineering approaches and how they differ.

Jansen et al. describe how they construct an ontology from existing SA documentation

in [8]. Researchers and a software architect identified and annotated classes of AK in doc-

umentation text, to elicit the AK needs in a documentation use case about architectural

reviews. Existing SA documentation and the use case(s) may however not convey AK needs

of all documentation users. Moreover, annotating researchers or architects may not know

the interpretation of AK concepts and the AK needs of all documentation users by heart.

Questions can be used to classify design artifacts in the Zachman framework for enterprise

architecture [24]. Typical questions gathered in our approach are mostly asked from the

owner, designer, and builder perspective and from all abstractions (what, how, where, who,

when, and why) described in the Zachman framework. Zachman argues from empirical

observation that design artifacts (e.g., product descriptions and engineering documentation)

can be classified by the users of these design artifacts. In our approach the users of AK

evaluate classifications of AK concepts that are used to describe design artifacts.

In their TOVE enterprise modeling approach [25] Grüninger and Fox make use of ‘com-

petency questions’ for ontology evaluation. Competency questions are considered ontology
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requirements and are used to evaluate an ontology based on its ability to answer the com-

petency questions [25]. The notion of typical questions is similar to that of competency

questions. Competency questions are however not refined and evaluated by users in order

to construct an ontology (introduce ontological commitments), as is done in our approach

with typical questions.

The On-To-Knowledge methodology [26] developed by Sure et al. uses competency ques-

tions to add relations to an ontology. In [27] Uschold and King however found competency

questions to be too specific to guide early ontology development. Moreover, formalizing

competency questions in first-order logic requires different skills from an ontology engineer

than those required in the ’typical question’ approach.

Acquisition of competency questions in these approaches is different to the acquisition

of typical questions in our approach. For example, in the UPON methodology, proposed

by Nicola et al. in [28], competency questions are gathered using interviews with domain

experts, brainstorms and document analysis, whereas direct acquisition of typical questions

from all users is proposed in our approach. Moreover, optimization of the efficiency and

accuracy of AK needs acquisition and evaluation is proposed in our approach. This opti-

mization is achieved by selecting different techniques for acquiring typical questions based

on the commitment and accessibility of users.

The DILIGENT methodology, described by Pinto et al. in [29], focuses on distributed

ontology development involving different stakeholders, possibly in separate locations, with

varying needs and purposes. Ontology users can change an initial shared domain ontology

in their local environment according to their needs. These users can then provide arguments

for change requests to a central board which makes decisions and judgments on modeling of

user needs and conflicting requirements. Similarly users give feedback on ontology concepts

in our approach. Our approach however uses typical questions in the evaluation process.

Moreover, AK users in our approach not only evaluate AK concepts needed by themselves

but also those needed by other AK users.

Kotis et al. describe their HCOME methodology in [30] in which users collaborate to

solve conflicting interpretations of concepts in an ontology. HCOME allows ontology users to
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propose an updated ontology by themselves. This relies on different skills of ontology users

as compared to our approach in which SA documentation users need the skill to sharply

phrase their typical questions about AK.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

The use of ontology-based SA documentation can improve AK descriptions and retrieval.

The implementation of ontology-based SA documentation requires acquisition and ontology

modeling of the AK needed by SA documentation users. In software projects in industry it is

important for organizations and individual users that this is done efficiently and accurately.

For industry domains that are large, complex, and have many diverse users, this becomes

challenging.

We devised a ’typical question’ approach to ontology construction for SA documentation

in the context of a large and complex software project. In this approach typical questions

are used to acquire a tangible representation of AK needs from SA documentation users. AK

concepts are identified from the typical questions and modeled in an ontology using coding

techniques from Grounded Theory. Typical questions are also used for ontology evaluation

and to identify conflicting interpretations of AK concepts between AK users working from

different roles and disciplines.

We described contextual factors that influence the construction of ontologies for SA

documentation in software projects, e.g., the specificness of the product domain and the

accessibility of AK users. We found that the ’typical question’ approach could be applied

to build an ontology for many diverse AK users in the context of a large and complex

software project. This is reasonable since: 1) the ’typical question’ approach is based on

the involvement of different roles 2) resolves conflicting interpretations between roles and

3) supports different forms of acquisition, e.g., interviews and emails, to handle different

levels of commitment and availability. AK users evaluating the ontology all confirmed that

the ontology was practical to work with and most AK users confirmed it was a correct

representation of reality.
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Our approach caters for changes in AK needs, however it cannot prevent ontology main-

tenance as AK users mostly provide AK needs for their current tasks. The frequency of such

maintenance depends on the frequency with which user tasks change.

These findings are based on a single case study of SA documentation for software-

intensive products. Our exploratory case study was a first step to test if our ’typical question’

approach is suitable for gathering enough explicit product-specific domain knowledge to pro-

duce an accurate AK ontology. We plan to do additional case studies, to generalizing our

findings beyond one company and investigate if the ’typical question’ approach can be ap-

plied by industry professionals. A comparative study of the use of other ontology engineering

approaches, possibly combined with ours, to gather AK needed for both current and future

tasks of AK users will be future work.
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Appendix A. Abbreviations in this Paper

SA Software Architecture

AK Architectural Knowledge

HTML HyperText Markup Language

WYSIWYG What You See Is What You Get

GUI Graphical User Interface

CF Contextual Factor
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